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This talk is given in tutorial form using a simple explanation starting from basics of phased
arrays and how they work. Physical insight into MIMO is given. No heavy math used. It has
been shown in the literature that MIMO radars can provide orders of magnitude better
resolution and accuracy than conventional radars. We show how to use conventional radars
to do as well.
It has been also shown that a MIMO airborne GMTI radar can provide a better minimum
detectable velocity (MDV) than a conventional one. Here we show that a conventional array
radar can be used for the GMTI system to provide the same advantages as the MIMO system
relative to coherent dwell time and aperture size and thus should provide the same MDV.
We show that conventional equivalents to MIMO radar systems can do just as well as the
MIMO systems in rejecting barrage-noise jammers, repeater jammers, hot-clutter jammers
(jammer signals reflected from the ground) and main-lobe jammers.
We show that the signal processing load for the MIMO radar system can typically be much
larger than for its conventional equivalents.
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